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ABSTRACT 
 
Recreation ecology began in the 1960s to measure the impacts of recreation on 
ecosystems. Area of environmental impact is an important objective to assess recreational 
impact. However, few researchers have examined the trends of these impacts over time. 
This study measures the environmental area of impact at eight climbing areas, in Red 
River Gorge, Kentucky, over a six year period, to determine impact trends. The results of 
this research will help recreation ecologists and land managers understand environmental 
impacts over time, and possibly predict future impact scenarios. The hypothesis of this 
research is the total mean area of impact at the climb areas in 2007 and again in 2013 will 
change insignificantly. The findings support this hypothesis. Six of the eight climb areas 
resulted in insignificant change in area of impact over six years. Application of mitigation 
strategies by land managers may therefore be more effective at reducing impact areas. 
Longer duration impact trend studies should be conducted to verify there is a consistent 
impact threshold at climb areas. Determination of this threshold, and how to build a 
predictive model, should also be considered in the future. Also, further research 
replicating this study should be conducted at climbing areas with different environmental 
and social conditions.  
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
Aldo Leopold’s Sand County Almanac was one of the first American publications 
to advocate a responsible relationship between people and the land. Leopold explained 
that "a thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of the 
biotic community. It is wrong when it tends otherwise" (1949, p. 262). The publication of 
Leopold’s observations and insights had a major influence on American attitudes toward 
the natural environment and led to a philosophical and social environmental movement 
beginning the 1960-1970s. This movement led to an acknowledgement of the importance 
of sustainability, how biological systems remain diverse and productive over time, and an 
increase in the public desire to experience nature in an outdoor setting (Cordell, 2008). 
Not only did the number of outdoor recreationists begin to rise in the 1960s and 1970s, 
but the diversity of activities also began to increase.  
In 2009 Balmford, et al, noted that increasing participation in most outdoor 
recreation activities, especially rock climbing. In America up until about 60 years ago, 
only a small and obscure population of outdoor enthusiasts participated in rock climbing. 
Since then it has gained popularity (Eng & Van Pelt, 2010). In 2008, Cordell estimated 
that 8.7 million people in America participated in rock climbing annually. The Outdoor 
Foundation (2012) measured first-time participation in over 42 different outdoor 
activities. Sport climbing and traditional climbing were the 12th and 14th highest sports. 
This research also indicated that the highest percentage (20%) of first-time rock climbing 
had a median age of 19. The youthful age of these participants makes it likely that the 
number of people participating in rock climbing will continue to increase.  
Environmental impacts and the potential for expansion and proliferation of 
recreation resource impacts often increases with increasing participation rates number of 
participants (Hammitt & Cole, 1998). To assist land managers in making sustainable 
management decisions recreation ecologists commonly study the impacts of outdoor 
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recreation activities in natural environments (Liddle, 1997; Hammit & Cole, 1998). Land 
management decisions are often complex, especially as the diversity and intensity of 
recreation activities continues to expand. Rock climbing is a relatively new and 
expanding recreation activity. As a result little research exists to help land managers 
assess its ecological impacts and make appropriate decisions.  
Similar to other recreation ecology studies on campsites, popular climbing sites 
may show similar signatures of ecological impacts such as trampled vegetation, tree 
damage and/or compacted soils. Various researchers have studied this degradation which 
provides the foundation of recreation ecology. For instance, Carr conducted research in 
2007 examining rock climbing impacts and their predictive factors in the Red River 
Gorge. Like Carr’s research, most environmental impact studies are one-time area of 
impact studies with no follow up research to measure change in area of impact trends. 
Two studies have examined environmental impact area change trends (Cole & Monz, 
2003; Cole, 2013). However, these studies targeted campsites, not climbing sites. The 
lack of research investigating changes over time and climbing impacts motivates further 
research. Therefore, this research measures and compares the ecological impacts of rock 
climbing in the Red River Gorge (RRG) of the Daniel Boone National Forest (DBNF) in 
Kentucky, USA from 2007 to 2014 to better understand environmental impact area trends 
over time. 
Purpose and Need 
The purpose of this research is to assess the ecological impacts of rock climbing 
over time. The results of this research helps land managers make better decisions 
regarding multiple use and visitor experience. Marion (1991, p. 1) sums up the idea of 
recreational sustainability by saying “recreational use of public lands without 
compromising their ecological integrity” is critical. Specifically, the purpose of this study 
is to 1) identify and measure the biophysical resource impacts of recreational use at eight 
climbing areas and 2) compare, analyze and monitor the environmental impacts of these 
climbing areas over a six year period.  
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RRG is within 200 miles of three major urban areas, Lexington, KY; Louisville, 
KY and Cincinnati, OH. As a result recreation seeking visitors are plentiful. Rock 
climbers are amongst these recreationists, drawn by the mix of climbing types, steep or 
overhanging style of climbing, solid and highly featured rock as well as its proximity to 
the aforementioned large population centers. Therefore according to guidebook author 
Ray Ellington (2013), RRG is one of the most popular climbing locations in the United 
States. The high volume of recreational use led the DBNF Cumberland Ranger District to 
begin the Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) planning process in 2004. They felt the 
LAC process would provide a way to balance recreational use, including rock climbing, 
and ecologic integrity. The researcher and managers of the DBNF, recognized that while 
a one-time impact study was useful and assistive in the LAC process initially, a 
longitudinal study could provide further assistance in the planning process. The LAC 
process includes a monitoring component, to be conducted 3-5 years after the initial 
baseline data collection (Stankey, Cole, Lucas, Petersen, & Frissell, 1985). Therefore this 
study serves two steps in the LAC process, the initial baseline inventory data collection 
the first monitoring inventory data collection. The second inventory data collection also 
serves to indicate the repeatability of the assessment methodologies and application of 
them. Therefore measurements and assessments were conducted in 2007 (initial baseline 
data collection), and again in 2013 (first monitoring data collection), at the same eight 
areas.  
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CHAPTER 2 
Literature Review Introduction 
Outdoor recreation became a mainstay of many American’s lifestyles in the 
1960s, following the end of World War II and the Great Depression (Cordell, 2008). This 
increase in participation coincided with a steady increase in the population of the U.S. 
These two combined forces led to an increasing demand for recreational opportunities 
and in turn recreational impacts also increased (Cordell, 2008). The field of recreation 
ecology was thus born. Many early recreation ecologists focused on measuring impacts, 
primarily at campsites, because as Cordell (2008) explains camping has continued to be 
one of Americans’ favorite recreational activities. However, few researchers have 
repeated their studies to assess environmental impact changes over time and only a few 
have focused on less popular but growing activities such as rock climbing. 
 The information presented in this chapter will inform the reader about (a) rock 
climbing, and specific (b) regulations relating to climbing in Red River Gorge (RRG), (c) 
past research conducted in recreation ecology and (d) land management practices 
including capacity studies and processes (Limits of Acceptable Change). 
Rock Climbing  
The history of rock climbing has its roots in the sport of mountaineering, scaling 
of mountain peaks (Merriam-Webster’s online dictionary, n.d.). Mountaineers sought 
steeper more challenging terrain pushing themselves to scale steeper to overhanging cliffs 
and mountain sides, eventually developing rock climbing as its own sport. As with most 
sports, rock climbing has continued to evolve and today there are many subcategories of 
climbing including: sport climbing, traditional climbing, bouldering, and aid climbing.  
Traditional climbing. This is the oldest of the rock climbing techniques. 
Climbers rely on removable hardware placed into the features of the rock for protection 
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in the event they fall. Removable hardware includes devices such as nuts, chocks, and 
spring-loaded camming devices. This form of rock climbing tests the climber’s ability not 
only to physically climb the route but also to mentally determine where and how to place 
removable hardware.  
Sport climbing. On rock where features to place removable gear is not available, 
climbers install fixed hardware, such as bolts. These pieces of protection are drilled into 
the rock face for protection. In most instances, these climbs are bolted so that falls taken 
while on lead should be safe (Eng & Van Pelt, 2010). The emphasis in this form of rock 
climbing is on pushing physical limits in terms of gymnastic ability, physical strength, 
and endurance a result of the rock generally being less featured. 
Bouldering. Unlike the previous types of rock climbing, bouldering involves no 
fixed anchors or ropes. These short climbs are protected with foam pads within the 
staging areas on the ground. The emphasis is on short durations of both mental focus as 
well as physical challenge. Theses climbs are often far harder for their short length than 
would be possible on a more sustained climb.  
Aid climbing. This fourth form of rock climbing relies on gear to support (aid) a 
climber’s weight while climbing. Use of assistive devices allows climbers to scale routes 
that would otherwise be impossible because there are too few features on the rock to 
make upward progress otherwise.  
Rock Climbing Regulations in RRG   
The first recorded climbing in RRG occurred during the 1960s and both new sport 
and traditional route development continues today (Ellington, 2013). The current Daniel 
Boone National Forest (DBNF) management plan recognizes the types and long history 
of climbing use in RRG (USDA Forest Service, 2004). It states that “dispersed recreation 
(e.g., hiking, rock climbing, rappelling, bouldering, and camping) is generally allowed, 
unless adverse impacts to special or protected species, habitat for conservation species, or 
heritage resources listed or potentially eligible for listing on the National Register of 
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Historic Places, cannot be mitigated” (USDA Forest Service, 2004, p. 50). Current RRG 
rules and regulations state that any new areas developed for cliff line related recreation 
activities, e.g. rock climbing, bouldering, or rappelling, must receive Forest Service 
authorization prior to development (USDA Forest Service, n.d.-c). Activities that 
constitute development include: permanent installation of safety devices such as bolts, 
straps, cam devices, or chocks, construction of access trails, and clearing of vegetation. 
However there is currently no process review and authorize developments. The DBNF 
and the climbing community are currently drafting climbing management plans which 
may include processes to review and authorize fixed hardware installations. Until this 
process is complete, there is a de facto prohibition on new fixed hardware within the 
study area. Additionally, installation of fixed hardware is prohibited in the Clifty 
Wilderness portion of the study area regardless of the outcome of the aforementioned 
authorization process. (USDA Forest Service, n.d.-c). Improvements to existing 
developments that may substantially increase use of a cliff line must also receive prior 
authorization from the Forest Service Determining the effectiveness of these management 
regulations at reducing rock climbing cliff line impacts is a goal of the LAC process and 
this study.  
Recreation Ecology 
Recreation ecology is commonly defined as the study of the environmental 
impacts or change of outdoor recreation activities in natural environments (Wagner, 
1964; Liddle, 1997; Hammit & Cole, 1998; Monz, 2013). Recreation ecology was 
developed largely in North America, Europe, and more recently in Australia, in response 
to growing impacts of visitor use to protected area resources (Leung, 2012).Recreation 
impacts to the environment include vegetation trampling, soil exposure, compaction and 
erosion, seedling damage, wildlife disturbance, and water pollution (Marion & Leung, 
2000). The objective of recreation ecology is to “provide qualitative evidence of these 
environmental impacts” (Hammitt & Cole, 1998, p. 10). Recreation impacts vary 
according to season of use, frequency and amount of use, and the type of activity 
(Hammitt & Cole, 1998).  
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Most recreation ecology research focuses on impacts due to recreation resources 
which includes trails, campsites, and climb sites (Marion & Leung, 2000). Trails 
generally represent a major area of impact because of their extensive length, including 
sections of trail braiding and informal trails leading from designated trails. Campsites and 
climb sites are especially impacted due to the concentration of activity in the site, the 
duration of stay and types of activities that occur (Marion & Leung, 2000). Furthermore, 
Cole (2013) notes that larger groups require larger areas for campsites due to site capacity 
constraints. Since campsites and climb sites do share many similarities, it’s possible that 
larger climb sites develop where larger groups frequently visit.  
While a climb site is a concentrated use area and is subject to trampling pressures 
similar to a campsite (Carr, 2007) a single climb may have two or more impact areas. 
Many climbs end before the top of the cliff, requiring climbers to return to the base by 
rappelling off fixed anchors, slings, and/or natural features. These climbs do not have 
trampling impacts at the top of the cliff. Other climbs do reach the top of the cliff and 
may develop trampling disturbances at the top of the cliff, in addition to those seen at the 
cliff base or staging area. A descent trail for climbs ending at the cliff top may also 
develop. Descent trails are frequently steep and subject to erosion problems. Finally steep 
or overhanging climbs may require separate rappelling impact areas, distinct from staging 
areas where the climbs begin.  
Most recreation ecology studies in the past 50 years focused on vegetation and 
soil responses to recreation-related trampling on trails and recreation sites. This is likely 
because impacts to vegetation and soil are the most visible change to recreation areas 
(Hammitt & Cole, 1998). The mechanism of trampling is the fundamental impact force 
applied to trails and campsites, directly affecting vegetation and soils within the trampled 
zones. Trampling is often caused by human feet, pack-stock hooves, wheeled vehicles, 
along with rain and water runoff (Marion & Leung, 2000; Hammitt & Cole, 1998). 
Hammitt & Cole (1998) found trampling causes erosion of the organic and mineral soil 
layers, reduces plant productivity, and exposes tree roots to mechanical damage. More 
over trampling commonly shows an asymptotic curvilinear relationship between use and 
impact (Hammitt & Cole, 1998; Monz, Pickering, & Hadwen, 2013). However, the rates 
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at which impacts occur depend largely on the resistance, resilience, and tolerance of the 
environment (Cole, 1995; Monz, Pickering, & Hadwen, 2013).  
Research suggests that initial low to moderate levels of use generally cause most 
of the damage to recreation sites (Marion, 1998; Hammitt & Cole, 1998; Cole 2013). 
Furthermore, impacts to recreation sites develop quickly with “near-maximum levels of 
impact within the first couple of years and remain relatively consistent thereafter [and] 
recovery rates are always slower than deterioration rates” (Cole, 2013, p. 88). For 
campsites, this relationship of time versus impact is curvilinear (Cole, 2013, p. 89). Cole 
further suggests that the life history of a recreation site has various inflection points 
(2013). The first inflection point is when the site is first used, followed by the next 
inflection point occurring two to five years after initial use. The third inflection point 
occurs with a dramatic change in use, such as site closure or implementation of a 
containment strategy as shown by Cole in Figure 1. Monz, Pickering, and Hadwen (2013) 
expanded on Cole’s relationship by presenting a sigmoidal response with time and 
minimal impacts before the primary threshold inflection point as shown in Figure 2. 
While these graphs represent the relationship of impacts (i.e. trampling) and time, these 
climb sites are also influenced by resistance, resilience, and tolerance of ecosystems to 
trampling.  
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Figure 1. Life history curvilinear graph.  
Source: Cole, D. N. (2013). Changing conditions on wilderness campsites: seven case 
studies of trends over 13 to 32 years. Fort Collins, CO: USFS Rocky Mountain 
Research Station, p. 89. 
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Figure 2. Common generalization about the relationship between use and impact and (b) an 
alternative model.  
Source: Monz, C., Pickering, C. M., & Hadwen, W. L. (2013, October). Recent advances in 
recreation ecology and implications of different relationships between recreation use and 
ecological impacts. Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment, 11(8), 1-7. Retrieved 
January 8, 2014, from http://www.fs.fed.us/rm/pubs_other/rmrs_2013_monz_c001.pdf, p. 
4. 
 
Environmental factors like soil moisture levels, canopy density, elevation, aspect, 
microclimate, soil drainage, texture, fertility, and productivity may make plants more 
susceptible to trampling (Cole & Monz, 2003). They found the resistance of soil to 
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compaction depends on the texture, density and soil structure. Compaction of soil 
changes the moisture and aeration regimes, with consequences for plant growth and seeds 
germination (Dumitraşcu, Marin, Preda, Ţîbîrnac, & Vădineanu, 2010). 
Research examining recreation and vegetation impacts suggests that some types 
of vegetation are more resistant to the effects of trampling than others (Cole, 1995). The 
vulnerability of vegetation to trampling damage is expressed by three indices: resistance 
(ability of vegetation to resist change when it is trampled), resilience (ability of 
vegetation to recover following the cessation of trampling) and tolerance (ability of 
vegetation to tolerate a cycle of disturbance and recovery) (Cole, 1995; Monz, Cole, 
Leung, & Marion, 2010).  
As an example, Cole and Monz (2003) conducted experiments with controlled 
levels of camping at meadow and forest campsites in the Wind River Mountains, WY. 
They found near-max levels of impact to forest sites within the first year of camping, 
while meadow sites took 2+ years to fully develop despite equal levels of use. These 
results highlight the resilience difference between meadow and forest campsites as well 
as confirm that most impact occurs at low levels of use and further increases in impact 
are not proportional to further increases in use (Cole & Monz, 2003). They also found 
meadow [camp] sites recovered completely within a year, while forest sites did not 
recover within three years. In addition, Reid and Marion reported provisional recovery of 
closed campsites within a 2-3 year span, with continued closure of sites to reach full 
ecological restoration (2004). Other research in the western U.S. demonstrates that 
campsite recovery rates, after closure, are about 20 years for native vegetation ground 
cover, 60-70 years for vegetative composition, and 30-40 years for compacted soil (Cole, 
2013). Recovery rates are not known for the RRG. This study’s examination of climbing 
area trends may provide information about recovery rates. 
It should be noted that site recovery and trends vary based on the environment as 
well as management strategies. Research shows varying trends to the area of impact at 
recreation sites over time. Cole, Foti and Brown (2008) found the number of campsites in 
Grand Canyon National Park more than doubled over a 20 year period (332 to 700 
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campsites). Conversely, a later study in Caney Creek Wilderness, Arkansas found the 
total number of campsites was reduced by 40% (91 sites to 54 sites) between 1994 and 
2007 (Cole & Ferguson, 2009). In both cases, management strategies were taken to 
contain the number of campsites. However, the Grand Canyon strategies were less 
successful while the Caney Creek strategies were more successful. Therefore, it is 
important to select the proper management strategy for the environmental and social 
conditions of the area to achieve favorable results. 
Management Strategies Including LAC 
Francis recommends the best way to curb recreation resource impacts is to 
“educate the public about the fragile nature of cliff bottom and rock shelter ecosystems” 
(1998, p. 100). Also, researchers recommend that managers educate the public about 
“Leave No Trace” principles to reduce site impacts and eliminate recreation sites that are 
“unnecessary, excessively impacted, or located where undesirable” (Cole, Foti, & Brown, 
2008, p. 970). These studies indicate a variety of education techniques may be effective 
management strategies. Cole (2013) advocates a different approach to reduce campsite 
impacts, by concentrating use at sites. He notes “when use is concentrated on a small 
number of sites that are heavily used, rather than a large number of moderately used sites, 
the total number of impacted sites is reduced with little change in the magnitude of 
impact to individual sites” (p. 88). He further explains that the environment should be 
considered when concentrating use. For example, vegetation response to trampling 
suggests that managers of natural areas can minimize damage by confining recreational 
use to vegetation types that can tolerate trampling (Cole, 1995). Finally, there is 
substantial research concluding that closing or hardening sites is also a viable solution for 
land managers.  
Most planning processes are done to address single challenges or concerns. 
While, perhaps effective, this course may overlook issues, resulting in unintended 
consequences and/or may not consider holistic processes. To help land mangers 
determine more holistic best management strategies, US Forest Service employees 
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developed the Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) process (Stankey, Cole, Lucas, 
Petersen, & Frissell, 1985). LAC is a nine step process, focusing on human-induced 
impacts to the environment. It begins with identifying the issues, and ends with 
implementation of actions and monitoring to determine the success of the actions. Figure 
3 shows the full set of steps. The process requires deciding what kinds of conditions are 
acceptable, then prescribing actions to protect or achieve those conditions. If an area does 
not meet those acceptable conditions, management actions must be taken to correct the 
situation (Stankey, Cole, Lucas, Petersen, & Frissell, 1985; Hammit & Cole, 1998). The 
importance of continual monitoring is critical to inform managers and the public as to 
whether or not goals from the LAC process are being met. This unique monitoring step 
ensures collected data will be re-collected to determine if impacts are improving, 
degrading, or stable.  
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Figure 3. 9 Steps of LAC process.  
Source: USDA Forest Service. (n.d.-d). Limits of Acceptable Change. Retrieved February 
7, 2015, from Daniel Boone National Forest: 
http://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/dbnf/home/?cid=stelprdb5346360.  
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CHAPTER 3 
Methodology Purpose Statement 
The purpose of this study is two-fold. 1) identify, evaluate, and monitor the 
biophysical resource impacts of recreational use to eight climb areas. This fulfills steps 4 
and 9 of the Limits of Acceptable (LAC) planning process for the Red River Gorge 
(RRG) and 2) analyze and compare the longitudinal variation of area of environmental 
impact at eight climb areas over a six year period from 2007-2013. This information will 
provide land managers and recreation ecologists with valuable trend information which is 
lacking in previous research.  
Hypothesis 
Objective: Use the radial transect methodology to measure the area of 
environmental impact at eight climb areas in RRG at two different times, once in 2007 
and again in 2013 to compare the areas of impact and determine impact trends. 
Hypothesis: The total mean area of impact measurements at the eight climb areas 
will be insignificant when compared between 2007 and 2013. 
Hypothesis Justifications. As rock climbing’s popularity continues to rise it is 
expected that more trampling of vegetation and soils may occur. More trampling may 
result in more soil compaction and loss as well as less seed germination, creating a 
feedback loop of increasing impact area (Dumitraşcu, Marin, Preda, Ţîbîrnac, & 
Vădineanu, 2010). A second effect of increasing popularity is the development of new 
climbs and climb sites. This may lead to more cumulative impacts at climb areas. In some 
RRG areas where there is a prohibition on fixed hardware installations, new climb 
development may not occur or will be limited to traditional climb development; where 
removable hardware instead of fixed hardware is used for protection. Therefore, potential 
new site development is likely to vary by available cliff features, climb area locations and 
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in place regulations. Climb areas in this study were established in the early 1990s, and are 
now well established. The climb areas are past the two to five year initial use inflection 
point proposed by Cole’s model (2013) and are expected to remain stable or slightly 
increase in size. Furthermore, while research indicates that management actions are 
important variables to maintaining or decreasing the number and area of impact of sites 
(Cole & Ferguson, 2009), no significant land management actions have occurred at these 
eight climb sites during the study period. Therefore, it is unlikely these sites have reached 
the third inflection point, which is typically induced by external pressures.  
Study Area Description  
Daniel Boone National Forest (DBNF) was designated as Cumberland National 
Forest in 1937 and renamed the DBNF in 1966 (USDA Forest Service, n.d.-b). DBNF 
lies within eastern Kentucky and is managed by the United States Forest Service (USFS). 
It is comprised of four ranger districts, Cumberland, London, Stearns and Redbird. The 
Cumberland Ranger District is located on the northern extent of the DBNF and includes 
parts of Wolfe, Menifee, and Powell Counties. The mission of the USFS and the DBNF is 
to “sustain the health, diversity, and productivity of the Nation’s forests and grasslands to 
meet the needs of present and future generations” (USDA Forest Service, n.d.-a, p. 1). 
This mission dictates other guiding principles, specifically the use of an ecological 
approach based on the best data available to manage multiple uses, such as recreation 
(USDA Forest Service, n.d.-a).  
In 2004, the Cumberland Ranger District, initiated a Limits of Acceptable Change 
(LAC) planning process to find an appropriate balance of recreational use and ecological 
integrity. It was undertaken because as Cole and McCool note, “LAC can be useful in 
dealing with management of a range of threats to resource conditions that can be 
considered either desirable or acceptable as long as they do not cause too much impact” 
(1998, p. 71). The LAC study area includes the 29,000 acre Red River Gorge National 
Geological Area and National Natural Landmark (RRGNGA), the 12,000 acre Indian 
Creek area, and the 12,646 acre Clifty Wilderness, designated by Congress in 1985. The 
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LAC study area, a popular outdoor recreation destination with an estimated 450,000 
visitors in 2007, totals approximately 41,000 acres (Eling & Walendziak, 2007). 
Opportunities for recreation within the study area include hiking, backpacking, climbing, 
rappelling, and canoeing.  
In LAC Step 4 (inventory of existing resources and existing conditions) managers 
identified that climbing areas, and more specifically climbing sites, in RRG, needed an 
inventory. This study provides this baseline inventory with the 2007 data collection. 
Results of this initial inventory will assist LAC by completing Steps 5 and 6, setting 
standards for both resource impacts and social impacts for various recreation activities 
and determining opportunity zones to apply these standards. Table 1 depicts the standards 
set for climb sites and Figure 4 shows the selected climb areas by standard within RRG. 
In 2008, between the two inventories of this study, the LAC planning process progressed 
to step 9 (implementation and continuous monitoring of conditions). The second data 
collection undertaken by this study, in 2013 fulfills this step’s monitoring requirement. 
Table 1 
LAC standards for area of impact at climb sites and areas. 
Opportunity Zones Acceptable area of impact per climb site 
Pristine 0 
Primitive > 500ft.2 
Semi-Primitive >1,000ft.2 
Roaded Natural >2,000ft.2 
Concentrated Use >3,000ft.2 
 
Source: Eling, T. (n.d.). Limits of Acceptable Change. Adapted January 16, 2015 from 
Daniel Boone National Forest: 
http://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/dbnf/home/?cid=stelprdb5346360#Documents.  
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Figure 4. LAC opportunity zones for Red River Gorge with inventoried climbs labeled.  
 
Source: USDA Forest Service. (2008). LAC Opportunity Zones, Red River Gorge - 
DBNF. Adapted September 1, 2013, from LAC Opportunity Zones, Red River 
Gorge - DBNF: 
https://fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb5346779.pdf.  
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Data Collection 
Before data collection, there are two major decisions to ensure the data is 
relevant. The first is to decide what level of data to collect, and the second is how to 
ensure impact areas are the result of climbing.  
For the purposes of this study there are three levels of precision related to 
climbing impact inventories. For this study, a climb is defined as a single line of ascent (a 
route) on a cliff. A climb site is defined as a single area of impact which may contain one 
or more climbs. A climb area is a distinct cliff line containing one or more climb sites. 
Most climbing guidebooks including Ellington’s (2013) distinctly recognize and name 
climb areas and climbs. Climbs and areas are named and organized distinctly in the 
guidebook, while climbs sites are not because they are based on impact areas which are 
only important to recreation researchers. Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the relationship 
between climb areas, climb sites, and individual climbs. When climbs are located, 
researchers must look for the key attributes to determine the climb site.
 
Figure 5. Illustration of the hierarchical relationship between climb area, climb site and 
climb. 
Climb Area
Climb Site 
A
Climb A1
Climb A2
Climb Site 
B
Climb B1
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Figure 6. Impact area map with climb area, climb sites and climbs along the cliff base. 
For example climbs A1 and A2 share a single climb site (A) and climb sites A thru I are 
all part of a single climb area.  
 
 
Figure 7. Illustration from RRG indicating a single climb site composed of two climbs. 
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The identification or signature of a climb site ensures areas of impact are strictly 
climbing areas, and not mixed recreation or other recreation use. Previous research 
indicates that climb sites, like campsites, result from concentrated trampling over 
extended periods of time (Carr, 2007). However, climb sites generally show less damage 
to vegetation (root exposure, stumps and carving), smaller site size, and few to no fire 
rings (Carr, 2007). One distinguishing feature of a climb site is the presence of a known 
vertical ascent route(s). As such climb sites are concentrated at the base of cliffs, while 
campsites may or may not be at a cliff base. Other signatures that are associated with 
both climb sites and campsites are changes in: vegetation cover, vegetation height, 
vegetation composition, soil and topography (Carr, 2007). An example of a climb site 
indicating most components of this signature is shown in Figure 8. This research will 
yield better data collection results by using this description to identify a climb site and 
distinguish it from other recreation caused impact sites. Climb sites will only be included 
if signatures of a climb site are present and climbing is thought to be the primary use 
(versus sightseeing, camping, sport rappelling, etc.). If a site indicates shared use, but it is 
determined that there is an associated climb(s) it will be inventoried and the shared use 
noted.  
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Figure 8. Signature of a climb site. This is an example of an impact site in RRG which 
possesses most of the features indicating the impact is the result of climbing use and 
criteria for boundary delineation. 
Research Population. In 2007, Bronaugh’s guidebook (1998) contained 44 
documented climbing areas. Within each climb area there were numerous climbs listed. 
For this study, a stratified random sample based on estimated level of impact was 
selected from these 44 climb areas. This stratified sample was based off of Carr’s (2007) 
similar stratified random sample for his research on climbing impacts in RRG. He 
stratified all 44 areas by expected impact levels as follows: high (6 areas), medium (six 
areas), low (seven areas), and slight to no (25 areas). Eight areas were selected due to the 
need to efficiently inventory areas for the LAC process in a timely manner which did not 
allow inventory of all 44 areas. This was and to best represent the larger population of 
climb areas within the total study area. Replicating Carr’s ratio 1 high, 1 medium, 2 low 
and 4 slight/no use areas were selected. Once stratified, the specific climb areas were 
randomly selected from areas listed in Bronaugh’s guidebook (1998). This ensured a 
diverse and unbiased inventory of climbing areas within RRG. The eight selected climb 
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areas are listed in Table 2 and their locations mapped in Figure 9. The eight areas 
represent 18% of the 44 areas in the study. These same eight climb areas were 
inventoried again in 2013. In 2007, the main source for locating the climbs was the 
Bronaugh (1998) guidebook as well as the recently published guidebook by Ray 
Ellington (2005). By 2013, a new edition of the Ellington book (2013) had been 
published and became the primary source for climb and climb area locations.  
Table 2 
The eight climb areas and their stratification level. 
Climb Area Stratification Level 
Phantasia High 
Pebble Beach Medium 
Fortress Wall Low 
Purple Valley Low 
Dip Wall Slight to No 
Mariba Fork Slight to No 
Middle Small Wall Slight to No 
Moonshiner’s Wall Slight to No 
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Figure 9. Locations of the eight inventoried climbing area.  
 
Source: USDA Forest Service. (n.d.-e). Large Red River Gorge Map, Limits of 
Acceptable Change. Adapted October 22, 2013, from Daniel Boone National 
Forest: 
http://www.fs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb5346706.pdf.  
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Field Data Collection Methodology. The second step in completing the 
inventory is the field collection methodology where researchers use various techniques to 
measure the area of impact at recreation sites. The two most common methods are the 
geometric shape and radial transect. For both techniques, the area of impact is identified 
by pronounced changes in vegetation cover, vegetation height, vegetation composition, 
and topography (Marion, 1991; Monz, et al., 2010). Marion developed both 
methodologies to inventory campsites. He primarily used the rapid campsite assessment, 
which is based on the geometric shape principle. This method superimposes a simple (i.e. 
square or triangle) geometric figure to closely match a site’s boundary (Figure 10). The 
dimensions of these shapes are measured to compute the area of the site. This method can 
be performed quickly by competent data collectors, who possess good judgment in 
choosing the appropriate shape to best represent the area. Carr (2007) demonstrated that 
the geometric shape method could be sufficiently accurate as long as the site morphology 
is not of a concern to the research question. For these reasons, the geometric shape 
methodology has been used more frequently, including being adapted by Glidden (2005) 
and Carr (2007) to inventory climb sites or staging areas. 
 
Figure 10. Geometric shape technique.  
Source: Marion, J. L. (1991). Developing a natural resource inventory and monitoring 
program for visitor impacts on recreation sites: A procedural manual. Denver, 
CO: U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Natural Resources 
Report NPS/NRVT/NRR-91/06, p.45. 
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Marion developed the radial transect method as a more precise means to 
determine recreation site area of impact (1991). Using this method, the shape of the site is 
retained and compared for monitoring purposes, which is useful to understand site 
morphology and trends. Radial transect measurements are collected using flags to denote 
the impact boundary. The true shape of the impact area is more accurately determined by 
measuring the distance and azimuth from a reference point to each flag as shown in 
Figure 11. Figure 12 shows the application of this methodology on-site at one of the 
climb areas in this study. While this method is more precise and accurate than the 
geometric shape, it does require more equipment, training, and time to execute (Carr, 
2007). It is, therefore, less appropriate for areas where there are many sites to inventory 
swiftly and it is felt that the accuracy of the geometric shape is sufficient.  
 
Figure 11. Radial transect technique.  
Source: Marion, J. L. (1991). Developing a natural resource inventory and monitoring 
program for visitor impacts on recreation sites: A procedural manual. Denver, 
CO: U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Natural Resources 
Report NPS/NRVT/NRR-91/06, p. 44. 
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The radial transect technique was selected to measure area of impact at climb 
areas in this study due to its high accuracy and precision. In addition, this method allows 
site morphology trends to be retained. Since these were specific goals of the study, this 
was the appropriate methodology. Time and training were necessary and available to 
learn the more complex radial transect technique that allowed it to be applied efficiently 
and accurately.  
Field collections began by matching a climb on the ground to one listed in 
Ellington’s guidebook (2005) or (2013). Next the researcher must determine if an 
associated area of impact exists. If it does, the researcher flags the boundary and selects a 
reference point. Measurements of distance and azimuth are taken from the reference point 
to each flag using a laser distance measurer and compass. This method of measurement is 
highly reliable and valid as demonstrated by prior researchers (Carr, 2007) . The site is 
photographed showing the site boundary and reference point  to ensure future data 
collections can be compared. This procedure is repeated at all subsequent climb sites. 
Figure 12 is a photo of one of the sites in this study labeled to illustrate this procedure.  
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Figure 12. Overhead photo illustrating radial transect measuring techniques with pin flags 
(single yellow circles) and reference point (double maroon circle) marked. The double 
yellow circle marks the point on the cliff where the climb associated with this climb area 
begins. 
Equipment. Equipment required for data collection include: clip board, pencils, 
data forms, pin flags, compass, measuring wheel, digital camera, updated guidebook, 
laser distance measuring device and measuring tape as a back up to the laser measurer 
(Bronaugh, 1998; Ellington, 2005; Ellington, 2013). 
Data Sheet Forms. Standardized data sheets record the results obtained in the 
field. These forms were developed through the DBNF LAC process and from previous 
research by Carr (2007). The Rock Climbing Monitoring Manual and Red River Gorge 
Climb Site Monitoring Form, Version 2007 (Appendix B) was created to explain 
procedures and complete the monitoring. The 2007 version (Appendix C) was updated in 
2013 to reflect changes in guidebook references.  
Pilot Study. A pilot study of one climb area was conducted in August 2007. The 
remaining RRG data collection occurred in October 2007 and again in October 2013. The 
methodologies used for all data collection were identical and conducted solely by the 
researcher. In addition, all data was collected in October, before the autumn leaf drop, for 
best comparison. Once the field inventories were complete, the data was processed using 
computer software programs. 
Data Analysis 
A Microsoft Excel macros (McCormick & Marion, 2003) calculates the area of 
impact (square feet) and produces an overhead sketch of the area of impact. This program 
compares and determines the mean climb site areas of impact at each climb area.  
The areas of impact generated by this macros program are statistically analyzed 
using two tests with SPSS statistical software. The non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank 
test for paired samples (Wilcoxon test) is applied for each climb area and the paired t-test 
(t-test) was applied for all the climb sites in the study. Wilcoxon tests are not applied for 
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each climb site and t-tests are not applied for each climb area. These two tests determine 
if the area of impact changes over time were significant (p-value) at each climb area or 
collectively for all climb sites. These statistical methods are the standard in the field 
(Cole, Foti, & Brown, 2008; Cole & Ferguson, 2009). Cole (2014) uses and suggests 
using the Wilcoxon test as opposed to parametric analyses because of the small sample 
size of this study, and the likelihood that the data is not normalized.  
Both tests determine whether or not the observed effects (change in area of 
impact) are significant enough to reject the null hypothesis. A null hypothesis is the 
statement that there is no statistical difference, and any observed difference results from 
sampling or experimental error or chance. In this study, the hypothesis is that there will 
be a no statistically significant change in area of impact between the 2007 and 2013 data. 
The null hypothesis is that any change is due to chance. The significance level (α = 0.05, 
5%) is the standard for recreation ecology (Cole, 2013). Therefore, in order to ensure any 
change in area of impact is not the result of chance, the significance (p- value) must be 
less than 5%.   
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CHAPTER 4 
Results 
Mean and median area of impact was obtained for all eight climb areas on two separate 
separate occasions, in 2007 and 2013. Overall, there was no significant change between 
the 2007 and 2013 data sets for all eight climbing areas. Both mean and median areas of 
impact only increased slightly between 2007 and 2013. The researcher hypothesized the 
total mean area of impact at the eight climb areas would be stable to slightly increasing at 
an insignificant level for measurements collected and compared between 2007 and 2013. 
The findings supported this hypothesis. However, two sites (Phantasia and Purple Valley) 
were found to have statistically significant changes in area of impact. The former 
increased and the later decreased.  
Figure 13 summarizes the measured impact areas (square feet) and differences for 
all eight climb areas inventoried in 2007 and 2013. The individual climb area graphs in 
Appendix G display the raw data which was used to process the Wilcoxon test.  
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Figure 13. All climb areas: 2007 to 2013 impact comparisons. 
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Key Accomplishments 
Modified Field Inventory Data Forms for Climb Areas. Procedures for 
measuring climbing areas were adapted from Marion’s (1991) and Carr’s (2007) manuals 
and forms for inventorying campsites. Marion’s instructions and forms were adapted to 
climb sites by replacing campsite signatures with climb site signatures and applying the 
radial transect method instead of the geometric shape method. The new procedures and 
forms were field tested before application to collect data in the 2007 and 2013 
inventories.  
Inventoried Areas of Impact and Trends for Eight Climb Areas. Each distinct 
climb site impact area was measured using the radial transect methodology for all eight 
climb areas. The highly accurate radial transect technique best represents the area of 
impact trends. Areas of impact were measured in square feet. This data was used to 
analyze the climb area impact trends from 2007 to 2013 as well as collective climb site 
impact trend significance.  
Monitoring for LAC Compliance. The initial inventory (2007) was used within 
a larger inventory as part of the development of the LAC standards for resource impacts 
(Step 4). Subsequently the LAC process was completed in 2008. LAC requires a five year 
monitoring schedule, which the 2013 inventory fulfills (Step 9). Table 3 shows that half 
of the eight climb areas had climb sites out of compliance with the standard. In 2013 five 
of the eight climb areas had climb sites out of compliance with the standard. Eleven 
climb sites of the 74 climb sites inventoried were out of compliance in 2007 but only ten 
were out of compliance in 2013. The resulting trends will be provided to land managers 
to determine the need for management actions.  
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Table 3 
Non-compliant climb sites for all eight climb areas. 
Area of Impact Characteristics Number of Sites Out of Compliance 
Pristine (0ft.2)  
Mariba Forka  
2007 5 
2013 5 
Primitive (<500ft.2)  
Dip  
2007 1 
2013 1 
Purple Valley  
2007 4 
2013 2 
Semi-primitive (<1000ft.2)  
Middle Small  
2007 0 
2013 0 
Moonshiner’s  
2007 0 
2013 0 
Pebble Beach  
2007 1 
2013 1 
Roaded Natural (<2000ft.2)  
Fortress  
2007 0 
2013 0 
Phantasia  
2007 0 
2013 1 
a Sites in the Pristine Zone should have no impacts, therefore any area with 
impacts is out of compliance.  
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Analysis 
Analysis was conducted by processing the data using two tests and SPSS 
software. The non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test for paired samples (Wilcoxon 
test) was applied for each climb area and the paired t-test (t-test) was applied for all the 
climb sites in the study. The mean and median areas of impact for climb sites within each 
climb area and the significance of the change in area of impact are shown in Tables 4-11. 
The full SPSS results for the Wilcoxon test can be found in Appendix F.  
 
Table 4 
Analyses and significance of areas of impact for climb sites at Phantasia climb area. 
Area of Impact Characteristics Area of Impact (ft.2) 
Mean  
2007 445.70 
2013 577.45 
Median  
2007 404.89 
2013 406.00 
Number of Sites (11)  
Increased 9 (Ta+ = 10) 
Decreased 2 (Ta- = 56) 
Unchanged 0  
Significance (p-value)b 0.04 (yes) 
a T is the sum value of the ranks (+ increased; - decreased).  
b Significance determined by the p-value < α where α  = 0.05.  
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Table 5  
Analyses and significance of areas of impact for climb sites at Pebble Beach climb area. 
Area of Impact Characteristics Area of Impact (ft.2) 
Mean  
2007 307.89 
2013 420.67 
Median  
2007 119.77 
2013 119.00 
Number of Sites (11)  
Increased 6 (Ta+ = 12) 
Decreased 3 (Ta- = 33) 
Unchanged 0  
Significance (p-value)b 0.21 (no) 
a T is the sum value of the ranks (+ increased; - decreased).  
b Significance determined by the p-value < α where α  = 0.05.  
 
Table 6 
Analyses and significance of areas of impact for climb sites at Mariba Fork climb area. 
Area of Impact Characteristics Area of Impact (ft.2) 
Mean  
2007 230.86 
2013 315.00 
Median  
2007 270.22 
2013 244.00 
Number of Sites (5)  
Increased 3 (Ta+ = 5) 
Decreased 2 (Ta- = 10) 
Unchanged 0  
Significance (p-value)b 0.50 (no) 
a T is the sum value of the ranks (+ increased; - decreased).  
b Significance determined by the p-value < α where α  = 0.05.  
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Table 7 
Analyses and significance of areas of impact for climb sites at Middle Small climb area. 
Area of Impact Characteristics Area of Impact (ft.2) 
Mean  
2007 237.45 
2013 287.00 
Median  
2007 249.63 
2013 282.00 
Number of Sites (5)  
Increased 3 (Ta+ = 4) 
Decreased 2(Ta- = 11) 
Unchanged 0  
Significance (p-value)b 0.35 (no) 
a T is the sum value of the ranks (+ increased; - decreased).  
b Significance determined by the p-value < α where α  = 0.05.  
 
Table 8 
Analyses and significance of areas of impact for climb sites at Moonshiner’s climb area. 
Area of Impact Characteristics Area of Impact (ft.2) 
Mean  
2007 199.53 
2013 262.67 
Median  
2007 122.60 
2013 155.00 
Number of Sites (3)  
Increased 1 (Ta+ = 3) 
Decreased 2 (Ta- = 3) 
Unchanged 0  
Significance (p-value)b 1.00 (no) 
a T is the sum value of the ranks (+ increased; - decreased).  
b Significance determined by the p-value < α where α  = 0.05.  
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Table 9 
Analyses and significance of areas of impact for climb sites at Fortress climb area. 
Area of Impact Characteristics Area of Impact (ft.2) 
Mean  
2007 385.83 
2013 399.92 
Median  
2007 223.50 
2013 260.50 
Number of Sites (12)  
Increased 7 (Ta+ = 36) 
Decreased 5 (Ta- = 42) 
Unchanged 0  
Significance (p-value)b 0.81 (no) 
a T is the sum value of the ranks (+ increased; - decreased).  
b Significance determined by the p-value < α where α  = 0.05.  
 
Table 10 
Analyses and significance of areas of impact for climb sites at Dip climb area. 
Area of Impact Characteristics Area of Impact (ft.2) 
Mean  
2007 200.51 
2013 165.85 
Median  
2007 126.46 
2013 140.00 
Number of Sites (13)  
Increased 5 (Ta+ = 33) 
Decreased 8 (Ta- = 58) 
Unchanged 0  
Significance (p-value)b 0.38 (no) 
a T is the sum value of the ranks (+ increased; - decreased).  
b Significance determined by the p-value < α where α  = 0.05.  
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Table 11 
Analyses and significance of areas of impact for climb sites at Purple Valley climb area. 
Area of Impact Characteristics Area of Impact (ft.2) 
Mean  
2007 307.89 
2013 420.67 
Median  
2007 261.00 
2013 187.00 
Number of Sites (16)  
Increased 4 (Ta+ = 26) 
Decreased 12 (Ta- = 110) 
Unchanged 0  
Significance (p-value)b 0.03 (yes) 
a T is the sum value of the ranks (+ increased; - decreased).  
b Significance determined by the p-value < α where α  = 0.05.  
 
Table 12 illustrates the mean area of impact at all 74 climb sites within the eight 
climb areas and the differences between 2007 and 2013. This table provides a summary 
of the data processed for the t-test analysis to determine whether the entire study’s 
changes between 2007 and 2013 were significant. Appendix H displays the SPSS results 
for the t-test. 
Table 12 
Mean area of impact for climb sites within the eight climb areas. 
Area of Impact Characteristics Area of Impact (ft.2) 
Mean  
2007 306.99 
2013 338.85 
Difference a 31.86 
Significance (p-value)b 0.12 (no) 
a Mean difference between conditions in 2007 and 2013.  
b Significance determined by the p-value < α where α  = 0.05.  
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Generally conditions at climb areas changed very little from 2007 to 2013. Mean 
areas of impact increased (31.86ft.2) between 2007 and 2013 as seen in Figure 12. 
However the area of impact changes between 2007 and 2013 are insignificant (p = 12%) 
so the climb sites remained stable collectively. Likewise, six of the eight climb areas also 
had insignificant changes over the study period. Two areas did show significant changes 
in area of impact, Phantasia resulted in a significant increase (p = 4.1%) trend and Purple 
Valley resulted in significant decrease (p = 3.0%) trend. While these two did have 
significant changes, the general trend for RRG climbing areas was insignificant change. 
A summation of the significance of change at each of the climb areas and for all of them 
collectively is shown in Table 13.  
Table 13  
Mean significance by climb area. 
Climb Area Significance of Changea 
Phantasia 0.041 
Pebble Beach 0.214 
Mariba Fork 0.500 
Middle Small  0.345 
Moonshiner’s 1.000 
Fortress 0.814 
Dip  0.382 
Purple Valley  0.030 
Number of Areas (8)  
Decreased 2 
Increased 6 
Significanceb 0.120 
a Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed ranks test (α = 0.05), difference between 2007 
and 2013.  
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CHAPTER 5:  
Discussion 
This trend study provides insightful data to recreation ecologists and land 
managers. The findings provide recreation ecologists with a better understanding of 
ecological impact trends of rock climbing, which builds a stronger foundation of 
knowledge in the field. The findings also provide land managers with empirical data to 
formulate better land use planning policies.  
The results of this study confirmed the hypothesis that overall climbing impact 
areas remain stable or increase slightly at an insignificant level. This research indicates 
that the climb areas have likely achieved area of impact maturity. Therefore, area impacts 
remain more or less stable until they reach an inflection point. This stability over time 
(2007-2013) shows that most of the climb areas are between Cole’s second and third 
inflection points (slightly increasing) in their life histories. No management actions have 
occurred to induce a third inflection point. Trampling through use appears to be stable, 
neither increasing nor decreasing; so the climb areas do not reach the third inflection 
point. This balance is defined as enough use to prevent site restoration, but not enough 
use to increase the area of impact. The climb areas with no significant change were all 
well-established (older first ascent) and exhibited no new sites or climbs within the six 
year study period.  
Two climb areas did show significant impact changes, which may be exceptions 
to the general stability of climbing areas in this study. Purple Valley resulted in a 
significant decrease (-683ft.2) in mean area of impact. Phantasia resulted in a significant 
increase (1,449ft.2) in mean area of impact. They are likely located at a different point 
along their life histories than the other climb areas. Both areas are past the two-five year 
initial inflection point because they were established in the 1980s and 1990s. Instead they 
are likely at or beyond the third inflection point. 
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While Purple Valley and Phantasia Wall are likely at the third inflection point of 
their life histories, the results of hitting these inflection points are opposite. Purple 
Valley’s significant decrease in the impact area follows Cole’s traditional life history. 
The data indicate that an inflection point triggering event may have occurred between 
2007 and 2013. Phantasia Wall may be exhibiting renewed growth after a period of 
stability. This is an unpredicted occurrence, as Cole’s model only explains a third 
inflection point that triggers a reduction in area of impact. He does not explain a trigger 
causing an increase in area of impact. The exact mechanisms inducing the third inflection 
point changes were beyond the scope of this study, but further research to explain the 
mechanisms would be insightful.  
A change in the ecological or social dynamics at Purple Valley and Phantasia 
Wall are the two possible explanations for their significant changes. The scope of this 
study did not examine either of these topics in depth. Follow up research is needed to 
confirm the cause of the significant changes. Ecological changes induced by biologic, 
hydrologic or climatic variants could be causing resilience changes and therefore impact 
area changes. Social dynamic changes could include increased large group use. Large 
groups have a tendency to expand sites, because they physically cannot be 
accommodated by the boundaries’ of the existing site (Cole, 2013). For example fifteen 
people spread over a week may cause little to no expansion while fifteen people at a 
single time may exceed the space capacity of the original site, expanding it. The scope of 
this research did not include people at one time counts or other carrying capacity 
components, so again this would need to be followed up in another study. 
The dynamics of large groups versus small groups is a critical component for 
managers to understand and predict impact challenges at climb areas. The sport of 
climbing continues to grow potentially causing more large groups may come to RRG. 
College and university groups as well as city recreation leagues, corporate offices and 
other institutions are more commonly adding rock-climbing trips to their repertoire of 
activities. Therefore, large groups have become more common at climb areas than in the 
early years of rock climbing. A number of combined factors influence the climb area 
choices of large groups: age of climb, management closures/resource fences, quality star 
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ratings, difficulty, climb type (sport, traditional or bouldering) and proximity to road. 
These potential components as well as environmental dynamic changes will be discussed 
as possible explanations for the area of impact changes in the subsequent section.  
Possible Trend Explanations 
The scope of this research asked what climb area impact trends are, not the reason 
for the trends. The second is a valuable question and in the following discussion a few 
possible explanations will be proposed as a basis for further research. They include 
environmental resilience changes and the following influences on social dynamic 
changes: age of climb, management closures/resource fences, quality star ratings, 
difficulty, climb type (sport, traditional or bouldering) and proximity to road. 
Environmental Resilience  
The first is a change in the environmental dynamics. While there are no obvious 
environmental changes between 2007 and 2013 (e.g. no wildfire, severe wind event 
induced tree fall, hemlock wooly adelgid infection or landslide), more subtle 
environmental changes (e.g. climate change) could be occurring that are inducing area of 
impact changes. Any environmental change would affect the resilience of the climb 
area’s vegetation and soil changing the area of impact. For example, one of the most 
resilient researched environments is the Caney Creek Wilderness of west-central 
Arkansas (Cole & Ferguson, 2009). It consists of a dense oak, hickory, pine vegetation 
type and 1,000ft. ridgeline topography. Cole (2013) asserts that rapid recovery rate sites 
include campsites in low elevation floodplains in the eastern U.S. These sites typically 
recover in a couple of years. Conversely, he notes that dry high-elevation sites require 
centuries to recover. RRG and study sites in this study share more factors in common 
with the aforementioned rapid recovery sites. However, recovery rates are always slower 
than deterioration rates, regardless of the environment (Cole, 2013). 
While this six-year trend study (2007-2013) might be insufficient time to see 
pronounced environmental changes, it is possible that Purple Valley’s decrease could be 
the start of a resilience response brought on by an environmental change. Longer trend 
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studies may indicate that other climb areas are decreasing, just not yet significantly, as 
well as whether this explains Purple Valley’s significant change. One climb site did 
illustrate a strong resilience and swift recovery rate. Purple Cleaning Company at the Dip 
Wall fully recovered 100% (-298ft.2) of impact within the six year study period. The lack 
of known environmental changes during the study period indicates that perhaps the larger 
influence on the noted changes lies with social dynamic changes.  
Age of Area of Impact (i.e. First Ascent Date). The first ascent of a climb is the 
easiest way to determine the date of first impact. Older climbs (1990s and older) have 
matured and moved beyond the influence of initial impacts. They are beyond the 1st and 
2nd inflection points on their life histories. Younger climbs (2000s and younger) may still 
be maturing and their trends are still towards further area of impact growth. The 
popularity of older climb areas is likely established and so are their areas of impact. They 
are, therefore, more stable. However, the popularity of new areas is not well established 
and therefore warrants follow up research to monitor differences to the areas over time. 
Management Closures/Resource Fences. Management decisions to close areas 
are triggers that lead to reductions in area of impacts. In RRG a few climbs sites have 
resource fences that limit access. Signs indicate these sites are closed or partially closed 
for cultural or sensitive and/or endangered species reasons. All fences were installed in 
2000 and remained throughout the study period. The results of the data show two climb 
sites with resources fencing, at the Dip Wall area, resulted in decreased impact area 
between 2007 and 2013, as is predicted by Cole’s model. See Appendix I for specific 
climb site data for the Dip Wall. In fact one of these two sites fully recovered (-280ft.2), 
indicating that the recovery rate is perceptible and relatively fast in RRG. However, these 
reductions were not enough to significantly reduce the area of impact for the entire Dip 
Wall area. Besides being physically closed onsite, all closures are mentioned in the latest 
climbing guidebook. This education strategy allows information dissemination to 
potential climbers, who may decide to visit an area or site. This strategy may also be 
highly effective because the information is coming from other climbers rather than land 
managers. Repeating this strategy by working closely with climbing advocacy groups is a 
suggested strategy.  
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Figure 14. Resource fence prohibits entrance to this now closed climb site (Dip Wall, 
2013). 
Quality Stars. Guidebook authors often assist climbers in choosing climbs by 
giving quality star ratings, based on their sense and the climbing community’s sense of 
the quality of the climbs. Ellington (2013) gives ratings from 0 (low) to 5 (high) in all 
editions of his guidebooks, and it is thought that higher ratings generally lead to higher 
visitation or popularity. This study indicates a correlation between high star ratings and 
increased area of impact trends. For example a 5 quality star rated climb, such as Central 
Scrutinizer, 5.9, at Pebble Beach, grew 823ft.2 between 2007 and 2013. Conversely, a 0 
quality star route such as Route 52 on Fortress Wall, decreased by 52ft.2. This example 
may indicate that higher quality stars lead to higher areas of impact, likely caused by 
increased popularity. This example also may indicate that a high quality star rating more 
dramatically affects popularity than a low quality star rating. This may have to do with 
the surrounding climbs’ ratings and the influence of large groups. Large groups ideally 
search for a single area with multiple highly rated climbs, so that they can split up and 
climb multiple climbs simultaneously. Conversely, if a low rated climb is adjacent to a 
higher rated one, the group might be willing to have a subgroup climb the low rated 
climb, while waiting for the more premier climb. Since quality star ratings remained 
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unchanged throughout the study period, trend correlations to quality stars alone are 
inconclusive. It is possible that immature climb areas, with high stars, will reach maturity 
earlier than those with fewer stars. High stars are attractive to larger groups, which may 
also influence impact area trends especially as the sport of climbing continues to grow. 
Finally, as more climbs are developed in general, low quality climbs will be abandoned in 
favor of better ones and thus recovery can begin. Identifying these subtleties is beyond 
the scope of this study, but there are indications that quality star ratings have a role in 
popularity and in turn area of impact. 
  Difficulty Ratings (Yosemite Decimal System). In the United States, the 
climber who climbs a new route first gives the route a rating,  most often using the 
Yosemite Decimal System (YDS) from easiest (5.0) to hardest (5.15). Climbs in RRG 
(Ellington, 2013) are varied from 5.2 to 5.13. Only 14.7% of rock climbers contributing 
to Mountain Project, the largest online rock climbing forum, have climbed 5.12a or 
harder climbs (MountainProject, 2014). By this logic, it might be assumed that the 
amount of use, and in turn impact, is highest at easy climb areas.  
However, this is not always true as Phantasia Wall defies this logic. It is home to 
the highest percentage of hard routes in the study sample, yet it also showed a significant 
growth trend in area of impact. See Appendix H for specific details on climb areas YDS 
ratings. The researcher found that two of the hard climbs (5.12a and 5.12d) area, also 
high star rated routes, attract a lot of climbers. They are so steeply overhung that they 
also require a separate lowering/rappel area creating two impact areas for a single climb. 
It is likely that a strong correlation exists between star ratings and difficulty. These two 
possible factors directly influence each other in defining a climb area’s popularity and 
area of impact trend, but further research is necessary to define this relationship.  
Sport v. Traditional v. Bouldering. According to Carr’s multiple regression 
model, sport climbs have twice the area of impact as traditional climbs (2007). Therefore, 
areas within this study area with high concentrations of sport climbs would be expected 
to have larger impact areas especially when combined with high quality stars. This holds 
true again, as Phantasia Wall is the only climb area studied with more sport than 
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traditional or bouldering routes. See Appendix H for specific details on climb type 
comparisons for all climb areas. As expected, it is also the only site with an increasing 
impact trend.  
Proximity to Road. Finally, ease of access to climbs has been shown by Carr 
(2007) to increase area of impact. Proximity to a road or trailhead certainly eases access. 
Phantasia Wall is 5 minutes (about 150 feet) from the road. This may account for 
increasing popularity at the climb area and increase the area of impact. Short access is 
also appealing to large groups since there is less time and effort commitment needed for 
all members of a group to access the climbs as demonstrated in Figure 15. In contrast to 
Phantasia, Purple Valley is a 20-minute walk, the 2nd longest approach of any of the 
studied climb areas. This may reduce the appeal to all users including large groups 
because there is more time and effort commitment required from each group member. 
See Appendix H for specific details on approach time comparisons for all climb areas.  
 
Figure 15. Large group (more than 10 people) at Phantasia Wall, 2013. 
None of the aforementioned influences are known to have changed between 2007 
and 2013. All climbs aged equally, management closures remained in place, quality star, 
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difficulty rating, climb types and proximity to road were unchanged. Therefore, it is 
likely that some combination of factors led to the significant trend changes at two of the 
areas. It is also likely that the consistency of these factors may explain the stability of 
most of the study areas. As noted earlier, the increasing popularity of the sport and the 
influence of larger group sizes may be hypothesized to have a significant role in 
influencing the area of impact trends. This could likely explain Phantasia Walls growth, 
since it has multiple preferred factors: it is close to the road, has multiple high star routes, 
a variety of climb difficulties, a large number of sport climbs and no management 
closures. More research is necessary to determine whether these are trend explanations 
will need to be pursued in the future.  
Implications 
RRG and Repeatability. Since a stratified random sample was used to select the 
eight climb areas for this study, the results can be extrapolated to the remaining 
population (44 climb areas) within the study area. The sample size represents 22.7% of 
the total climb areas in RRG. RRG is a relatively consistent environment climatically, 
ecologically and hydrologically with similar resilience. Therefore, it is likely that area of 
impact trends at most climb areas in RRG are stable with a small number likely 
significantly increasing and decreasing in size. Applying this study outside of RRG is 
possible with a few cautionary notes. Locations with similar environmental factors may 
be able to apply the results of this study to inform their climb areas, although some 
inventory and monitoring should occur to verify the consistency. Locations with 
dissimilar environments and resilience of vegetation, such as those in the western U.S. 
might not be able to apply this study’s results.  
LAC Thresholds. At Step 5 of the LAC process, land managers and stakeholders 
developed threshold resource standards for acceptable limits of recreational impact, 
including climbing sites. The results indicated non-compliance with standards for 11 of 
74 sites in 2007 (in 4 climb areas) and 10 of 74 sites in 2013 (in 5 climb areas). This 
study indicates that most of the climb sites  are within the parameters set by the LAC 
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process. Management action should be considered for sites out of compliance with the 
standard. For example, Phantasia’s largest climb site was under the threshold in 2007 at a 
size of 1,915.13ft.2. By 2013 the site had grown to 2,187.00ft.2, above the 2,000ft.2/site 
threshold for the Roaded Natural zone. For reference regarding standards and zoning see 
Table 1, Table 3, and Figure 4. There are other climb sites nearing the threshold and will 
likely surpass it if their growth continues at the pace of the past six years. In Purple 
Valley, two of four climb sites out of compliance in 2007 returned to compliance by 
2013. One of the remaining two climb sites may return to compliance within another six 
years if the pace of shrinking continues. In addition, climb sites at other climb areas may 
return to compliance if their shrinking continues at the current pace. These results are 
especially noteworthy because Phantasia, an area of statistically significant increased area 
of impact, was the only area to have a climb site grow beyond the standard. Conversely, 
Purple Valley, an area of statistically significant decreased area of impact, was the only 
climb area to have a climb sites(s) shrink below the standard. 
Recommendations 
It is important to reiterate that no management changes occurred between 2007 
and 2013. Thus, the results discussed here are not the consequences of new or changed 
management actions, such as education, trail designation or rerouting, or changes to 
climbing regulations. If management actions are applied to climb areas in the future, it is 
likely that the impact trends would show the success or failure of these actions. 
The first recommended management action is implementation of an education 
program. This is an applicable tool since all but one climb area remained stable or 
increased in area of impact education could help reduce these impacts. Research has 
shown the success of Leave No Trace (LNT) strategies as well as other education based 
management actions to reduce impacts at campsites (Cole, 2013). The effectiveness at 
campsites makes it likely that these strategies will also be effective at climb sites as well. 
The users are however not the same, so direct application of LNT campsite strategies to 
climb sites should not be done without modification of the material and messaging. For 
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example, the messaging should target large groups in an effort to reduce their size and 
impacts. Education strategies should be applied regardless of the area of impact trends, 
since increasing visitor stewardship and conservation ethics are always positive. This 
strategy is generally viewed as positive by users and is unlikely to meet resistance, as it is 
relatively unobtrusive.  
A second strategy with perhaps slightly more intrusion is site hardening. This 
technique should be applied at specific locations within the study area where trends show 
increasing impacts. Site hardening can take many forms. Sustainable staging platform 
designs are suggested for any climb sites in this study that exceed LAC standards for area 
of impact. Relocation to allow for recovery at climb sites is not an option since climbing 
relies on the presence of a cliff and impacts occur at cliff bases. This is different from 
many other recreation impact areas, such as trails and campsites, which can be relocated. 
Site hardening ensures that the area of impact is stabilized. For sites where there are no 
topographic or vegetation limits to growth, this is a critical containment strategy to limit 
continuous growth.  
A fixed anchor policy already exists at RRG as another containment strategy. This 
strategy limits new development, therefore concentrating use at existing locations rather 
than continually growing the total number of impact areas with new climb development. 
However, this research proves this ban on fixed anchors is not fully effective at 
stabilizing or reducing impacts to climb sites. Phantasia grew during the study period, 
even though no new fixed anchors were added to this crag. Purple Valley decreased 
during the study period, even though an illegal new route was developed with at least 
eight fixed anchors. This indicates that anchor installation does not necessarily lead to 
area of impact growth. Therefore, this policy is only semi-effective if its goal is to reduce 
areas of impact. Other management actions need to be used in conjunction with this 
action to make it more effective.  
A final option is complete closure. As demonstrated at Dip Wall, various climb 
sites were closed in 2000 for resource protection. The two climb sites now closed saw a 
40% and 100% decrease in their areas of impact from 2007 to 2013. It is likely that these 
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results would be replicated at other sites if the same closure strategies were implemented. 
This continuum of management actions should be applied at RRG to ensure managers are 
being proactive at the sites where LAC thresholds have not been met. At those locations, 
Phantasia in particular, where the threshold has been surpassed, it may be time to 
consider more aggressive strategies on this continuum. Regardless, future monitoring 
should be conducted to ensure these strategies are effective and continually reassessed. 
Limitations of Findings 
Most existing research discusses changes to sites occurring over a twenty to thirty 
year period (Cole, 2013). This longer period is particularly important in less resilient 
environments where change occurs slowly. The six-year interval of this research may not 
be sufficient to explain important trends. Therefore, it is suggested that further 
monitoring of these sites be conducted to validate the trends over the years. 
In addition, only direct impacts to the environment were analyzed in this research. 
Other indirect impacts were not analyzed, such as, intensity of impacts, vegetation, trail 
access points, wildlife disturbances, and cliff-face ecology. 
Finally, the number of climb areas continues to grow from the original 44 areas. 
In the latest guidebook, there are 72 climb areas (Ellington, 2013). It is unknown if these 
28 additional climb areas are high, medium, low, or slight to no use areas on the stratified 
scale of use. Therefore, it is difficult to predict their areas of impact based on this study. 
Likewise these areas are younger, and have not matured to the level of those in this study, 
so they are at a different location in their life histories. This increased climb area 
population will likely require follow up research and monitoring to verify that the sample 
from this research still represents the entire Gorge population. 
Further Investigations 
The following are topics that this study illuminated as potential future 
investigative topics and questions to refine and elevate the base of knowledge.  
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Social/Behavioral Correlations. As noted, the scope of this study did not include 
answering questions related to trend occurrence. This is a valuable inquiry for land 
managers and recreation ecologists alike, but for the most part, it is not a line of inquiry 
with substantial completed research. Recreation ecology has not yet addressed trend 
results correlating between area of impact and site popularity within the rock climbing 
community. Marion and Farrell (2002) investigated impacts causation for other 
recreational activities. Carr (2007) designed a multiple regression model to explain 
popularity of climb sites. Neither conducted their studies to evaluate these traits over 
time. Therefore, this study one of the few to tackle climb site trends, but it does not 
address why the trends are occurring. Without addressing and understanding the 
social/behavioral components, the resource impact and trend data is simply that, 
acknowledgement that impact has occurred and it is increasing or decreasing. Without 
inquiring reasons for occurrence, there are numerous possible explanations, and further 
research should seek to correlate social dynamics to impact areas. This will clarify if 
more visitation leads to more impact, since it is possible that a single person or a small 
group could inflict the same amount of damage in a short period of time as multiple 
visitors over a longer duration.  
Species and Soil Resilience. The effect on area of impact due to trampling by 
groups or individuals is dependent on the resilience of the vegetation and soil. Vegetation 
presence or absence, as well as soil type (mineral v. organic), was used as an indicator of 
site boundaries in this study because it is an easy cue to denote impact boundaries. 
Vegetation composition was partially accounted for during the 2013 inventory and 
recorded on field data forms. Photos were also recorded of species at each site. 
Unfortunately, the resilience of each species/soil was not known or could not be 
determined based on existing research. Therefore, these two inventory factors were not 
included in the study’s results. Future research to determine vegetation species and soil 
type resilience is recommended and would inform climb site stability and 
deterioration/recovery rates. Additional research may determine if vegetation types and 
structures are changing over time as a result of the trampling associated with recreational 
use. 
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Shared Recreation Uses (i.e. Camping). Trampling at sites was not always 
solely attributable to climbing impacts. Climb areas in this study sometimes exhibited 
shared recreation use, especially camping. Carr (2007) previously noted that campsites 
are typically 1/3 larger than climb sites within RRG. For this reason, signatures of camp 
sites were assessed during the inventory. For example the impact area associated with the 
climb Reach the Beach (Mariba Fork climb area), increased 166% (447.78ft.2 between 
2007 and 2013. This site differed from the typical signature of a climb site by the 
presence of a fire ring, excessively damaged trees, and large amounts of trash. All of 
these are common signatures of campsites. Similar camping signatures and increases in 
size were inventoried at four climb sites at four different climb areas, Moonshiner’s, 
Mariba Fork, Pebble Beach and Middle Small Wall. This increased impact area may be a 
result of this shared recreation use rather than all attributable to climbing. None of the 
climb areas exhibiting shared use signatures showed significant growth trends over the 
study period. This is likely because the shared use existed throughout the study period 
and was accounted for in both 2007 and 2013. Consequently, regardless of the source of 
the impact the impact trend is stable. Follow-up research to monitor and compare shared 
use versus single use sites might provide more information and assistance to managers in 
developing effective management strategies. 
  
Figure 16. Photos of shared use of a climb site at Moonshiner’s Wall, 2013.  
 Condition Class. While this research inventoried areas of impact at climb areas 
and trends, it did not consider the intensity or condition classes of the impact areas. 
Condition class is an index of measure to determine the degree of impact or level of 
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damage, measured on a scale of zero (no damage) to five (highly altered and damaged). 
While area of impact is important to managers, condition class provides a deeper 
understanding regarding the intensity of damage at an impact area. For example, a large 
impacted area with a low condition class might be less concerning to a land manager than 
a small impact area with a high condition class. This may indicate the rate of recovery at 
a lower condition class site will likely recover faster than a high condition class site. 
Adding this piece of knowledge to the results of this study would further assist managers 
in determining what strategies are applicable to ensure sites are sustainable and the level 
of damage is acceptable.  
Expansion Potential. This research focused on changes in impact areas at climb 
areas but did not consider the expansion potential of these impact areas. Expansion 
potential analyzes the surrounding topography and natural features such as rocks, trees 
and vegetation to determine if they will hinder or promote site expansion. A climb site 
may be limited in expansion potential by a cliff, but areas away from the cliff may have 
much greater expansion potentials. Expansion potential, coupled with increasing change 
to area of impact, provides land managers with the best data to develop an effective 
monitoring schedule.  
Overhang. This research focused on differences to area of impact to climb site 
and climb areas but does not consider the microenvironments of each site or area. One 
subtle difference is that many of the sites are past vertical, overhanging. Various climb 
sites within each area exhibited overhang within the area of impact at least in part or 
whole. These sites exhibit a dry environment within the drip line of the cliff. Unlike other 
sites that are not overhung, the overhanging sites exhibit less organic soil and vegetation, 
regardless of the presence of a recreational impact. Plants receive less water and sunlight 
under the overhang and therefore are not apt to grow as plentifully and likewise produce 
as much organic soil. Overhung environments may have different resistance and 
tolerance to neighboring mixed mesophytic forests environments (Francis, 1998). Similar 
to research needed on shared use sites; more research to determine how much vegetation 
loss and area of impact is attributable to climbing versus natural overhang needs to be 
conducted.  
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Radial Transect v. Geometric Shape. The radial transect technique was used for 
this study because the technique results in site perimeters forming a detailed specific 
shape. This shape makes it easier to track changes to impact over time. There are, 
however, many points to consider regarding use of this technique for future research and 
monitoring.  
Future research building on the information attained in this study should continue 
using the radial transect methodology to ensure consistency and accurate trend analysis. 
This methodology allows researchers to compare where changes to area of impact are 
occurring at each climb site. The data already collected may be reexamined to denote 
where, within the baseline (2007) area of impact boundary, the site is increasing or 
decreasing in 2013. For example, it is possible the ingress and egress area of a site has 
more trampling, and therefore change, than other areas of the same site. This information 
may provide land managers with sufficient details to take more focused management 
actions.  
If future studies involve larger sets of sites to inventory, or the researchers are not 
well versed in the radial transect methodology, researchers should consider using the 
geometric shape technique. This technique is performed quicker than the radial transect 
technique and will allow for quicker inventories. Using the rapid campsite assessment, 
Cole (2013) successfully determined the significance of trends at campsites. It is likely 
that the commonalities between campsites and climb sites would make this technique 
applicable for climb sites as well. It is hypothesized that the reduction in time and ability 
to survey more of the population size (i.e. climb sites) using the rapid assessment 
technique may outweigh the accuracy and precision gained using the radial transect 
method for some applications. The accuracy and precision gained is likely too small to 
make a significant difference to the results if the morphology of the site is not important 
to the research. However, research should be performed to directly compare these two 
techniques, which could indicate significant impact differences.  
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Conclusion 
This research reinforced previous research indicating that once sites are 
established, little change to area of impact occurs over time. Specifically, the Wilcoxon 
test establishes a significant difference in overall area of impact at two of eight areas. 
However, one climb area increased, one climb area decreased and the other six remained 
insignificantly changed. The t-test demonstrated the overall impact to climb sites was not 
significant, therefore proving the hypothesis correct by demonstrating stable to little 
change over time for climb sites and areas in RRG.  
These results help demonstrate that climb sites and areas seem to follow the same 
life history model as Cole (2013) established for campsites. This makes applying his 
model to future research more appropriate. This research also indicates mixed success of 
management practices. The prohibition on fixed anchors and lack of new route 
authorizations did not necessarily reduce impact areas, but more extreme measures, such 
as resource protection fencing, did begin to show success in reducing areas of impact to 
climb sites. It’s important to work with climbing advocacy groups when closing climb 
sites and areas to assist education efforts to ensure success of the management 
prescription. These practices could be used on a larger scale to reduce impacts, 
specifically at statistically significant locations such as Phantasia Wall. It is the hope of 
the researcher that future inventories will continue at these locations to assess whether 
these trends continue or not. Coupling continued monitoring with management strategies 
targeted at reducing area of impact will hopefully ensure RRG is sustainably managed for 
the future. 
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APPENDIX A: 
Frequently Used Terms/Glossary 
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Climb area: general climb area that users access from the same approach trail. 
Climb areas may have many climb sites. 
Climb site: a node of environmental impact at the base of a cliff also known as a 
staging area. Climb sites can/will have one or more climbing routes. 
Climbing routes: a unique path up a rock face that climbers follow with 
particular degrees of difficulty measured using the Yosemite decimal system. 
Yosemite decimal system (YDS): a set of numeric ratings describing the 
difficulty of climbs. Yosemite Decimal System (YDS) which currently ranges from 5.0 to 
5.15. YDS grades are further delineated by four letters stating with 5.10 (i.e. 5.10a, 5.10b, 
5.10c, 5.10d) and repeat this sequence for each subsequent number grade. (Eng & Van 
Pelt, 2010) 
Sport Rappel Site:  Site use for the act of rappelling without first ascending a 
cliff via technical rock climbing (i.e. YDS). Access is first made to the top of a cliff. 
Camp Site:  Overnight and/or day use site commonly with tents and a campfire. 
Other signature impacts are often common such a human waste, litter, and tree damage 
due to extended stays. 
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APPENDIX B: 
Climb Site Monitoring Manual, Red River Gorge Kentucky  
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Climb Site Monitoring Manual Red River Gorge, Kentucky1,2 
(Version 10/05/13) 
 
DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES 
 
 For the purposes of this manual, rock climb areas are defined as areas of 
disturbed vegetation and/or soils caused by rock climbing. This manual focuses on the 
staging and belaying areas at the base of climbs (the approach trail, cliff face, ledges or 
the top of the cliff are not covered by this procedure). The climb names and climb area 
designations will follow Ellington (2013), Red River Gorge North: A Rock Climbing 
Guidebook to Kentucky’s Red River Gorge, Volume 1: Northern Regions, Fourth 
Edition. 
Monitoring measurements should be taken near the middle or end of the visitor 
use season but before leaf fall. Site conditions generally recover during the 
fall/winter/spring periods of lower visitation and reflect rapid impact during early season 
use. Site conditions are more stable during the mid- to late-use season and reflect the 
resource impacts of that year’s visitation. Subsequent assessments should be completed 
as close in timing to the original year’s measures as possible. Generally monitoring 
should be replicated at 3-5 year intervals, unless conditions are changing rapidly.  
 
Materials  
(Check before leaving for the field) 
 
 Topographic maps (1/24,000) or the DBNF map, Red River Gorge Geological Area. 
 Measuring Wheel 
 Tape measure (50 ft.) 
 Blank field forms, pencils 
 Ellington guide book3 
 Camera 
 GPS and spare batteries 
 Clipboard 
 Monitoring manual 
 
1 – This procedure is adapted from a campsite monitoring procedure developed by Dr. Jeff Marion, USGS Patuxent 
Wildlife Research Center, Cooperative Park Studies Unit, Virginia Tech/Department of Forestry, Blacksburg, VA 
24061-0324, phone 540/231-6603, email: jmarion@vt.edu. 
2 - Photographs illustrating campsite boundaries, boundary flag placement, vegetative ground cover classes, soil 
exposure, tree damage, and root exposure are part of the campsite manual. High quality reproductions of those 
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photographs, some of which are in color, may be found in: Marion, Jeffrey L. (1991) Developing a natural resource 
inventory and monitoring program for visitor impacts on recreation sites: A procedural manual. USDI, National Park 
Service, Natural Resources Report NPS/NRVT/NRR-91/06, pages 46-51: photos attached 
3- Ellington, Ray (2013) Red River Gorge North: A Rock Climbing Guidebook to Kentucky’s Red River Gorge, 
Volume 1: Northern Regions, Fourth Edition, Silt, CO. Wolverine Publishing.  
 
Rock Climbing/Trail Monitoring Form: 
After arrival at the parking area for the crag, fill out lines 1-4 of the data sheet for 
the area. Gather materials and hike the access trail to the cliff base. After recording 
information about the access trail (lines 5a-c), continue to the left most climb listed in the 
guidebook. 
 
1) Crag Name: For each climb area, use the name given in Ellington. 
 
2) Inventoried by: Identify the field personnel involved in data collection 
 
3) Date/Start time/ End time: Month, day, and year the climb area was evaluated. 
Record the time of arrival at the parking area and the departure time from the 
parking area. 
 
4) Number of Parking Spaces at Trailhead: An approximation of the number of 
automobiles that would fit in the parking area closest to the trailhead. If there is 
other close parking areas note the distance and size. If other crags share the 
parking area or hiking trails, note that.  
 
5) Access Trail: 
a. Condition Class/Quality of Access Trail: An estimate of the ease of 
finding, following and traversing the access trail. A Forest Service system 
trail is defined as the highest quality. 
i. Access trail quality:   
5- very well-defined and maintained trail  
  4- mostly well-defined and maintained trail 
  3- trail with some unmaintained areas 
  2- barely maintained trail 
  1- intermittent trail with some bushwhacking 
0- no trail, all bushwhacking 
b. Length of Access Trail: Use the measuring wheel to measure the length 
from the parking area to the cliff face via the first climb site.  
c. Width of Access Trail: Use the measuring tape to measure the width of 
the trail. Assess the average width of the trail. 
 
6) Length of Crag (left to right): All climb sites will be measured left to right for 
consistency and similar format to Ellington guidebook layout. The distance (to the 
nearest foot) starting from the furthest left point of impact of the leftmost climb site. Zero 
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the measuring wheel counter. Put a zero in the first column of the “Rock climb/trail 
monitoring form” of the data sheet. This will be the left-right starting point for all the 
measurements. The distance is measured by rolling the measuring wheel along the 
climbers trail at the base of the cliff. If there is more than one trail, follow the most used 
trail. When the trail or impact area is wide, try to stay three to five feet from the base of 
the cliff.  
a. Roll the measuring wheel along the climbers trail at the base of the cliff. 
Record the distance at the start of each climb site, base of each climb and 
end of each climb site. The name of the climbing route is recorded in the 
adjacent column. The climb location serves to locate the measurements in 
space since the start of the climb is a fixed location. The positions of the 
climbs will be used to “anchor” the starting point for the wheel. The climb 
locations will also allow adjusting the impact locations in future 
monitoring efforts, if the later wheel distance measurements do not follow 
the same path as the prior measurements. 
b. When measuring the impact along the cliff face, and you come to the 
location where the access trail intersects the cliff face, note the wheel 
distance on the data sheet. 
c. Continue to the end of the climb area, recording the start and end of all 
climb sites, locations of all climbs, access trail(s) and other features of 
interest (e.g. beginning and end of rock shelters, beginning and end of 
fenced off areas, seeps, access trail intersection). Measure the final 
(rightmost) climb site at the end of the climb area.  
d. The lengths along the cliff, the area of impact and the climb locations will 
be used to map the climbing impacts for each climb site.  
 
Climb Site Monitoring Form: 
Climb site impact zones will extend out along the ground from the spot where the 
climber steps off into the vertical rock, and will include the area used for staging, 
belaying and watching. Typically the impact zone will be a mixture of bare ground and 
rocks. The areas of impact is measured using the “radial transect method” (Marion, 1991) 
which involves a reference point and flagged boundaries. Azimuths and distances are 
recorded from the reference point to each boundary flag. The site boundary is identified 
and flagged by the following conditions: Vegetation trampling/loss, soil compaction, 
exposed mineral soil, and topography. Once back in the office this data will be entered 
into a software program to calculate the area of impact for each measured climb site. 
Indicators: 
1) Site Expansion Potential: Record if some feature limits the width, the distance out from the 
cliff face. Typical limits are drop offs, boulders or steep slopes. These features will 
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tend to limit the spread of the impact. Measured by Poor (P), Moderate (M) and Good 
(G). 
 
2) Site Slope: Measure using a clinometer from the lowest point of the site to the highest point 
of the site; use a survey rod to ensure your eye height is on the same plane. 
 
3) Overhang at Site: Measure using the Radial Transect Method. Overhang is synonymous 
with the drip line of a cliff or rock shelter. Overhang often is associated with a popular 
style of rock climbing. 
 
4) Condition Class: Record a climb site Condition Class using the descriptions below. Include 
an explanation in the field form under Comments. 
 
5) The following indicators will use the categories below: 
 
 1 = 0-5%  2 = 6-25%  3 = 26-50%  4 = 51-75%  5 = 76-95%  6 = 96-100% 
Midpoints:                 2.5                  15.5                     38                        63                       85.5                     98 
 
1) Vegetative Ground Cover On-Site:  An estimate of the percentage of live non-woody vegetative 
ground cover (including herbs, grasses, and mosses and excluding tree seedlings, saplings, and 
shrubs) within the zone using the coded categories listed below (refer to photographs following 
these procedures). It is often helpful to narrow your decision to two categories and concentrate on 
the boundary that separates them. For example, if the vegetation cover is either category 2 (6-
25%) or category 3 (26-50%), you can simplify your decision by focusing on whether vegetative 
cover is greater than 25%.  
2) Vegetative Ground Cover Off-Site:  An estimate of the percentage of live non-woody 
vegetative ground cover (including herbs, grasses, and mosses and excluding tree seedlings, 
saplings, and shrubs) within the zone using the coded categories listed below (refer to 
photographs following these procedures). It is often helpful to narrow your decision to two 
categories and concentrate on the boundary that separates them. 
 
3) Exposed Soil:  An estimate of the percentage of exposed mineral soil, defined as 
ground with very little or no organic litter (partially decomposed leaf, needle, or twig 
litter) or vegetation cover, within the zone (refer to the photographs following these 
procedures). Assessments of exposed soil may be difficult when organic litter forms a 
Class 0: Climb sites barely distinguishable; no or minimal disturbance of vegetation and /or 
organic litter at the base of cliff. Often a climb site that has not seen recent use.  
Class 1: Climb sites barely distinguishable; slight loss of vegetation cover and /or minimal 
disturbance of organic litter at the base of cliff.  
Class 2: Climb sites obvious; vegetation cover lost and/or organic litter pulverized in primary 
use areas at base of climbs.  
Class 3: Vegetation cover at base of climbs lost and/or organic litter pulverized on much of 
the site, some bare soil exposed in primary use areas.  
Class 4: Nearly complete or total loss of vegetation cover and organic litter at climb sites, 
bare soil widespread.  
Class 5: Soil erosion obvious at base of climbs, as indicated by exposed tree roots and rocks 
and/or gullying.  
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patchwork with areas of bare soil. If patches of organic material are relatively thin 
and few in number, the entire area should be assessed as bare soil. Otherwise, the 
patches of organic litter should be mentally combined and excluded from 
assessments. Code as for vegetative cover above. 
 
6) Vegetative Types and Hardiness: Vegetative types and hardiness are measured on-site and 
off-site. Include all of the following: herbs, grasses, mosses, tree seedlings, saplings, and 
shrubs. 
7) Tree Damage:  Tally each live tree (>1 in. diameter at 4.5 ft.) within the zone 
boundaries to one of the tree damage rating classes described below (refer to the 
photographs following these procedures). Multiple tree stems from the same species 
that are joined at or above ground level should be counted as one tree when assessing 
damage to any of its stems. Assess a cut stem on a multiple-stemmed tree as tree 
damage, not as a stump. Do not count tree stumps as tree damage. Take into account 
tree size. For example, damage for a small tree would be considerably less in size 
than damage for a large tree. Where obvious, assess trees with scars from natural 
causes (e.g., lightning strikes) as None/Slight. 
None/Slight No or slight damage such as broken or cut smaller branches, one nail, or a few 
superficial trunk scars. 
 Moderate ........ Numerous small trunk scars and/or nails or one moderate-sized scar. 
 Severe Trunk scars numerous with many that are large and have penetrated to the inner 
wood; any complete girdling of tree (cutting through tree bark all the way around tree).  
 
8) Root Exposure:  Tally each live tree (>1 in. diameter at 4.5 ft.) within zone to one of the root 
exposure rating classes described below. Where obvious, assess trees with roots exposed by 
natural causes (e.g., stream/river flooding) as None/Slight. 
None/Slight No or slight root exposure such as is typical in adjacent offsite areas. 
Moderate ........ Top half of many major roots exposed more than one foot from base of tree. 
Severe Three-quarters or more of major roots exposed more than one foot from base of tree; 
soil erosion obvious.  
 
9) Cliffline Erosion Exposure Height:  Measure using measuring tape at the highest 
and lowest transect from current soil and cliff point to former soil and cliff point. 
Former soil and cliff points are often indicated by changes in rock color and water 
marks. 
 
10) Trash: There is so little at typical climb sites, you can record the actual items, e.g. 
tape ring, cigarette wrapper, apple tag (some call this micro trash). Human waste 
would be recorded here. Trash in the impact zone is recorded along with trash visible 
when standing in the zone. Mentally extend the zone boundaries out into the forest to 
decide which zone to record any trash in. 
 
11) Number of Tree Stumps:  A count of the number of tree stumps (> 1 in. diameter at 
ground) within the zone. Do not include wind thrown trees with their trunks still attached or 
cut stems from a multiple-stemmed tree.  
 
12) Number of Fire Sites:  A count of each fire site within the zone. Include old inactive fire 
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sites as exhibited by blackened rocks, charcoal, or ashes. Do not include locations where 
charcoal or ashes have been dumped. However, if it is not clear whether a fire was built on 
the site, always count questionable sites that are within the zone and exclude those that are 
outside the zone.  
 
13) Access Trails: Record the number of access trails that enter and/or leave the site. 
 
14)  Human Waste: Record the presence or absence of human waste within the site or nearby. 
(Yes/No). 
 
15) Total Climb Site Area: Use the macro-Excel program (Marion) to convert all bearings and 
distances into total area of impact at the office. 
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APPENDIX C: 
Climb Site Monitoring Form, Red River Gorge Kentucky 
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Red River Gorge Climb Site Monitoring Form (front) 
Ver. 10/05/13 
 
General Climb Site Information 
Crag:      ________________________________________________ 
 
Climb Names (See Ellington): ____________________________________________  
 
Date           /           /              Inventoried by: __________________________     
Inventory Indicators 
1) Site Expansion Potential:  P  M  G            
2) Site Slope:   (F = <5%  M = 5-10%   S = >10%) or Measured    
3) Overhang at Site (Y/N)        
Impact Indicators    -- Apply Variable Radial Transect Method -- 
4) Condition Class    (use LAC Climb Area Census; 0 to 5: and Marion photos)   
5) The following indicators use these categories: 
 (1=0-5%    2=6-25%    3=26-50%    4=51-75%    5=76-95%    6=96-100%)  
 Midpoints:                  2.5            15.5               38                 63                85.5                 98 
 
5a. Vegetative Ground Cover On-Site   (Use categories below)    
5b. Vegetative Ground Cover Off-Site (Use categories above)     
5c. Exposed Mineral Soil (Use categories above; do not include rock surfaces within site)     
6)  Vegetative Types and Hardiness (On-site and Off-site) 
   
   
 
7) Tree Damage:     None/Slight      Moderate    Severe     
8) Root Exposure:  None/Slight      Moderate     Severe     
9) Cliffline Erosion Exposure Height:        ft 
10) Trash: (circle; record what found)  None / Micro / Some / Heavy:  
_________________________________ 
11) Tree Stumps (#)         
12) Fire Sites (#)          
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13) Access Trails (#)         
14) Human Waste (Y / N)         
15) Total Campsite Area  (Office)       ft2 
 
Red River Gorge Climb Site Monitoring Form (back) 
ver. 10/05/13 
 
Climb Site/Reference Point Photo:   Photo #          ____    Bearing         ____     
Distance          ______ft    
Photo Date:                   Time:                   
Description:                                                                                     
 
Transect Data      
Flag#                        Bearing    _                   Distance (ft,)___               Climb #     
Overhang? (Y/N)   Adj. Cliff? (Y/N) 
1
) 
     
2
) 
     
3
) 
     
4
) 
     
5
) 
     
6
) 
     
7
) 
     
8
) 
     
9
) 
     
1      
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0) 
1
1) 
     
1
2) 
     
1
3) 
     
1
4) 
     
1
5) 
     
1
6) 
     
1
7) 
     
1
8) 
     
1
9) 
     
2
0) 
     
2
1) 
     
 
Satellite Sites: Bearing         Distance__      Size  
 
Area from computer program               ___                                  +  Satellite Area _________________                                               ! Island Area  __________________ 
=  Total Climb Site Area             __ ft2  
 
Island Sites:    Bearing         Distance__      Size   
 
Area from computer program               ___                                  +  Satellite Area _________________                                               ! Island Area  __________________ 
=  Total Climb Site Area             __ ft2  
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APPENDIX D: 
Overhang Monitoring Forms, Red River Gorge Kentucky 
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Red River Gorge Overhang Monitoring Form 
ver. 10/05/13 
 
 
Climb Site/Reference Point Photo:   Photo #          ____    Bearing         ____     
Distance          ______ft    
Photo Date:                   Time:                   
Description:                                                                                     
 
Transect Data      
Flag#      Bearing    _                   Distance (ft,)___               Climb #      Adj. Cliff? (Y/N) 
1
) 
    
2
) 
    
3
) 
    
4
) 
    
5
) 
    
6
) 
    
7
) 
    
8
) 
    
9
) 
    
1
0) 
    
1
1) 
    
1     
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2) 
1
3) 
    
1
4) 
    
1
5) 
    
1
6) 
    
1
7) 
    
1
8) 
    
1
9) 
    
2
0) 
    
2
1) 
    
 
Satellite Sites: Bearing         Distance__      Size                        
 
Area from computer program               ___                                  +  Satellite Area _________________                                               ! Island Area  __________________ 
=  Total Overhang Area             __ ft2  
 
Island Sites:    Bearing         Distance__      Size   
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APPENDIX E: 
Microsoft Excel Micro Program for Radial Transect Calculations 
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Vari_rad.xls 
Version 1.0 
11/10/2003 
Brian McCormick 
bcmccorm@vt.edu 
 
This spreadsheet is designed to calculate the area of irregular polygons measured 
by the variable radial transect method. It uses trigonometry to calculate the geometric 
coordinates of each polygon vertex relative to a user specified center point and based on 
measured azimuths and distances. The coordinates of each vertex are then used to 
calculate area by the coordinate area method. The reader is referred to any surveying 
textbook for a derivation of the coordinate area method.  
 
The user enters base data relevant to all campsites and then runs a macro to setup 
sheets for each campsite. Field data is then entered for each campsite and the user runs a 
macro to compute coordinates and area. A summary of site identifiers and areas may be 
created through the use of another macro.  
 
Instructions for Use:   
1) Enter Base data including:  magnetic declination, length unit, desired area unit, 
area conversion if not calculated automatically, coordinate system and datum if 
desired, and number of campsites. See the comments attached to each of these 
cells if you have questions.  
 
2) Run the “Setup” macro (Crtl+Shift+S) to setup worksheets for each campsite 
polygon.  
 
3) For each campsite surveyed 
a. Select a new worksheet 
b. Enter the site number, the date surveyed and any comments 
c. Enter the azimuths and distances measured in the field 
d. Run the “Area” macro (Crtl+Shift+A) to compute coordinates and area for 
the campsite 
e. Plots of sites can be created if desired. Highlight the coordinate data 
(northings and eastings) and create an x-y scatter plot with the chart 
wizard. See the example site sheet for an example.  
* If data needs editing, simply change the appropriate field data values and 
coordinates and area will automatically update.  
* To add an additional site after the setup; run macro and enter data and then 
run the “New Site” macro (Crtl+Shift+N).  
 
4) Once all sites have been computed, run the “Summarize” macro (Crtl+Shift+M) 
to create a listing of site numbers and areas. Note that if any data has changed the 
summary macro will need to be re-run.  
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Future additions to this project could include a macro to create an ASCII text 
listing of coordinate points for each campsite for importation into GIS software. In the 
interim, users can copy the coordinates generated in each sites sheet to a new worksheet 
and save as a comma, tab, or space delimited file depending upon the input requirements 
of the GIS software being used.  
 
Additions / Corrections 12/08/2006 
 
An "export" macro was added to summarize coordinates that describe polygons 
(campsites) and points (climbs). As the structure of the worksheet wasn't originally set up 
to process points, the template was revised and columns were added for discrete points 
measured from the central reference point.  
 
The "area" macro was revised to compute coordinates for the polygon outline 
points and individual points.  
 
The "new site" macro was revised to place the new worksheet after the highest 
numbered site thereby keeping worksheets in order.  
 
The export macro (Crtl+Shift+X) summarizes the data into a format conducive to 
GIS import. 
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 APPENDIX F: 
SPSS Statistical Analysis for Wilcoxon Tests 
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Purple Valley Analysis  
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Middle Small Analysis  
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Moonshiner’s Analysis  
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Dip Analysis  
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Phantasia Analysis  
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Pebble Beach Analysis 
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Mariba Fork Analysis 
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Fortress Analysis 
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APPENDIX G: 
Climb Site Data Results and Graphs 
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Climb Area 1: Purple Valley 
Climb Sites: 
1. The Bushman 
2. Suckers at the Top 
3. Electric Cowboy, Burden of Dreams 
4. Anklebreaker, 2013 New Sport Route 
5. No Retreat, Social Butterfly, Me Yommy 
6. Offwidth Your Head 
7. Big Crack, The Love Shack, Flaring Crack 
8. Into Purple Valley, Jimmy and Spike Go Crack Climbing 
9. Pleasant Surprise, Hot Licks and Rhetroric, Grunt, Spinning Marty 
10. Maybe  Maybe Not, Til the Cows Come Home 
11. Captain One Eye 
12. Delusions of Grandeur, It Ain’t Easy Being Squeezy 
13. Pebbly, Shish, Coffee Talk 
14. A Way of Life 
15. Come In Your Lycra 
16. Hardman 
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Figure 17. Purple Valley: 2007 to 2013 Impact Comparisons. 
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Climb Area 2: Middle Small Wall 
Climb Sites: 
1. Layback Crack, Marmalade 
2. Handjob, Lactic Acid, Investigator 
3. Basecamp 
a. This site also has the following noted recreation signatures, 
camping 
4. The Quest 
5. Devine Climb 
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Figure 18. Middle Small Wall: 2007 to 2013 Impact Comparisons. 
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Climb Area 3: Moonshiner’s Wall 
Climb Sites: 
1. Oberon 
2. Ten Years After, Sweathog 
3. Texas Eagle, Sunset Limited 
a. This site also has the following noted recreation signatures, 
camping 
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Figure 19. Moonshiner's Wall: 2007 to 2013 Impact Comparisons. 
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Climb Area 4: Dip Wall 
Climb Sites: 
1. Wink, Blink and Nod 
2. Griptospuridiam 
3. Logic and Proportion 
4. Sam I Am 
5. The Grinch, Whoville (Orange Crush 2012) 
6. Cindy Lous Left Tube, Suess Suess Sudio  
a. Resource Fence 
7. Purple Cleaning Company 
8. Green Eggs, Ham 
9. Fox and Loxes 
a. Resource fence 
10. Theodor Suess Geisel 
11. The Lorax Tree, Star-Bellied Sneeches 
12. God Save the Queen 
13. One Fist, Two Fist, Red Fist, Blue Fist 
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Figure 20. Dip Wall: 2007 to 2013 Impact Comparisons. 
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Climb Area 5: Phantasia Wall 
Climb Sites: 
1. Tomfoolery 
2. St. Alfonso’s, Attack of the Sand Shark 
3. Overlord, You Got Served, Lord of the Flies 
4. Bobsledding 
5. Pogue Ethics 
6. Preverse Intentions, Grand Bazzare 
7. Le Petite Bazzare 
8. Creep Show, Count Floyd Show, Creature Feature 
9. Twinkie, Phantasia (Landing Zone) 
10. Twinkie, Phantasia (Staging Zone) 
11. Luck’s Up
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Figure 21. Phantasia Wall: 2007 to 2013 Impact Comparisons. 
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Climb Area 6: Pebble Beach Wall 
Climb Sites: 
1. Broken Arrow, The Arrowhead 
2. Halloween 
a. This site also has the following noted recreation signatures, 
camping 
3. Razorback 
4. Versatile Universe 
5. Scabies, Zambezi Plunge, Ju-Ju, Sundance, Central Scrutinizer, 
Environmental Impact, Straightedge, Reserved Seating 
6. High Noon, Brontosaurus, Welcome to Ole Kentuck, The Seam, Small 
Change 
7. Big Money 
8. Berlin Wall 
9. Blood Money 
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Figure 22. Pebble Beach Wall: 2007 to 2013 Impact Comparisons. 
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Climb Area 7: Mariba Fork Wall 
Climb Sites: 
10. Unknown Sport Route #1, Unknown Sport Route #2 
11. Synergy (Synergy Rap 2013) 
12. Reach the Beach 
a. This site also has the following noted recreation signatures, 
camping 
13. Laceration (Staging Zone) 
14. Laceration  
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Figure 23. Mariba Fork Wall: 2007 to 2013 Impact Comparisons. 
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Climb Area 8: Fortress Wall 
Climb Sites: 
1. Days of Rage, Get Outta My Way,  Bedtime for Bonzo 
2. The Turret 
3. Oozing Couth, Fortress Grunges, Bonzo’s Revenge 
4. Scratch Your Face, Snake, Serpent, Where Lizards Dare, Calypso 3, Lost 
‘n’ Lichen It, Calypso 2, Thunder Chicken, The Wasp 
5. Blue Runner, Calypso 1, New unknown route 2013 
6. Hollywood Boulevard, American Wall, American Crack, Pigs in Space 
7. Route 48, The Battlement, Bombs Bursting 
8. Route 52 
9. Horny Bitch 
10. Brian’s Farwell 2013 
11. Party Time 
12. Lost In Space 
 
There were three separate climbs at this area which had no impact 
for 2007 or 2013. (See wheel data sheet and book). 
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Figure 24. Fortress Wall: 2007 to 2013 Impact Comparisons. 
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APPENDIX H: 
SPSS Statistical Analysis for T-Tests 
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APPENDIX I: 
Area of Impact Tables Exemplifying Specific Results Explanations 
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Table 14 
Dip Wall Impact Areas Noting Presence of Resource Fences 
Climb Site 2007 2013 Difference 
Wink, Blink and Nod 70.73 43.00 -27.73 
Griptospuridiam 54.83 143.0
0 
88.17 
Logic and Proportion 35.18 0.00 -35.18 
Sam I Am  162.48 162.0
0 
-0.48 
The Grinch, Whoville 714.18 763.0
0 
48.82 
Cindy Lous Left 
Tubea 
460.20 276.0
0 
-182.20 
Purple Cleaning Co. 298.34 0.00 -297.34 
Green Eggs and Ham 307.70 295.0
0 
-12.70 
Fox and Loxesa 56.30 0.00 -56.30 
Theodor Seuss Geisel 239.70 140.0
0 
-99.70 
Lorax Tree 126.46 207.0
0 
80.54 
God Save the Queen 48.36 73.00 24.64 
One Fist, Two Fist 32.14 54.00 21.86 
Number of Sites    
Decreased 8 
Increased 5 
Unchanged 0 
Significance b 0.382 
a Resource Fences installed in 2000 at these sites. 
b Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed ranks test (α = 0.05), difference between 2007 and 
2013. 
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Table 15 
Climb Area Difficulty (YDS) Comparisons. 
Climb Area Easy (5.0-5.8) Moderate(5.9-5.11) Hard(5.12+) 
Purple Valleya 8 (25%) 21 (66%) 3 (9%) 
Middle Small 4 (31%) 9 (69%) 0 (0%) 
Moonshiner’s 3 (38%) 5 (63%) 0 (0%) 
Dip  11 (52%) 10 (48%) 0 (0%) 
Phantasia 4 (27%) 8 (53%) 3 (20%) 
Pebble Beachb 8 (33%) 13 (54%) 3 (13%) 
Mariba Forka 7 (70%) 3 (30%) 0 (0%) 
Fortress 19 (56%) 14 (41%) 1 (3%) 
Wildcat 4 (67%) 2 (33%) 0 (0%) 
Adena 0 (0%) 4 (100%) 0 (0%) 
Total 68 (41%) 89 (53%) 10 (6%) 
a There are climbing routes at these climb areas that do not have grades and are not 
included.  
b There is one aid-route at this site. It is  discounted from the grade scale. 
 
Table 16 
Climb Area Type Comparisons.  
Climb Area Traditional Sport Bouldering 
Purple Valley 22 9 2 
Middle Small 13 0 0 
Moonshiner’s 7 0 1 
Dip  21 0 0 
Phantasia 7 10 0 
Pebble Beach 20 5 0 
Mariba Fork 10 2 0 
Fortress 34 0 0 
Wildcat 5 0 0 
Adena 4 0 0 
Total 143 26 3 
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Table 17 
Climb Area Approach Times (source Ellington, 2013). 
Climb Area Approach Time (minutes) 
Purple Valley 20 
Middle Small 15 
Moonshiner’s 5 
Dip Wall 15 
Phantasia 5 
Pebble Beach 15 
Mariba Fork 20 
Fortress  20 
Wildcat  30 
Adena 10 
 
